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Summary of Project
Having been in and around nature both personally and professionally my whole
life, it has been easy for me to go outside and enjoy the local plants and animals. Once I
began to volunteer teach young students about the natural world, I was introduced to
journaling about nature. There happen to be few lesson plans centered around using a
journal to record observations outdoors, and even fewer guides that focused on nature
journaling for all lessons. Thus, for my capstone project, I asked how do we utilize nature
journals for school-age children to increase students’ understanding and appreciation of
the natural world? I created a series of lesson plans in the form of an activity guide for
grades 3-5.
There are so many studies and sources around that point to the benefits of taking
youth out into nature and learning about it. A multitude of subjects can be taught
(Comstock, 1939; McMillan & Wilhelm, 2007; McNamee & Timken, 2017; Schwab &
Dustin, 2014), including mathematics, science, physical education, geography, history,
language arts, and art. Students can learn valuable skills (Carson, 1965; Comstock, 1939;
Louv, 2005) such as observation and using all of their senses, creativity, life skills such as
humility, sympathy, and effects of risk-taking, creativity, and of course the sense of
wonder. We want to entrust the next generation with the nature of our days. If we take
them out into nature to become enamored with the magic of flora and fauna, they will
have the desired to protect it, to make it better than we left it.
The activity guide was created for students in grades 3-5 at formal schools or
informal environmental education centers. The lessons contain content for the upper
Midwest, but could be applied to other parts of the country with minor modifications. A
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natural area would make it easier to teach the lessons, but a typical schoolyard provides
many places to explore more urban nature as well.
The nature journaling activity guide includes the utilization of nature journals as a
tool to help increase learning, create a memory book of explorations, and grade and view
overall progress with different subjects including writing and mathematics. There is an
introduction in the beginning of the project that discusses benefits to nature journaling.
How to create simple journals and other needed and optional tools are also discussed. The
next section discusses how to use the activity guide. The capstone project lessons were
created in an activity guide utilizing the basic pieces of Project Learning Tree (2008).
Where Project Learning Tree has lessons focused on trees, with some using journaling,
the created activity guide focuses on using journals as a tool for all lessons. Not all
sections in Project Learning Tree were included in the one created. Sections that were
used were title, overview, objectives, assessment, subjects that apply, materials and time,
background, getting ready, and steps to complete lessons. Additional parts added to the
created activity guide were Minnesota state standards (2007-2018) and NAAEE
Guidelines to Excellence (2010), follow up lesson ideas, and journal layout suggestions
for each lesson. The assessment section is a grading rubric for teachers to use for each
lesson.
The first two lessons should be performed prior to other lessons. Lesson one
focuses on learning what a naturalist is and how they behave out in the field, and lesson
two is an introductory journaling exercise for students to become more familiar with the
three types of journaling methods. The other eight lessons are broken down into the four
seasons and can be performed in any order and amount the teacher is comfortable. Being
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that a nature journal is best used multiple times in the same place throughout the year,
using many of these lessons will increase the journals’ benefits. There is also an appendix
that has a few quick identification guides to various lessons, and also contains some
assessment materials that can be helpful in teacher self-assessment and also assessing if
nature journaling is benefiting the students being taught. A list of references at the end is
a great start for teachers learning new content prior to conducting the various lessons.
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Why Use Nature Journals?
Walking along a trail for the first time with your class of ten students,
you are curious if taking them outside was a good idea. They seem a little
rambunctious and are only partly paying attention to the plants around
them. Then, suddenly overhead the sound of beating wings. A trumpeter
swan glides over the group, and you point it out. Suddenly the whole group
goes silent and watches the large white bird fly overhead. A trumpet sound
emerges from the bird, and a student turns to you with shining eyes and an
awe-filled smile. There it is. This is why you did this - for your students to
find that sense of awe and wonder with the natural world.
There are so many benefits to taking students outdoors into nature. A
multitude of subjects can be taught (Comstock, 1939; McMillan & Wilhelm,
2007; McNamee & Timken, 2017; Schwab & Dustin, 2014), including
mathematics, science, physical education, geography, history, language arts,
and art. Students can learn valuable skills (Carson, 1965; Comstock, 1939;
Louv, 2005) such as observation and using all of their senses, creativity, life
skills such as humility, sympathy, and effects of risk-taking, creativity, and of
course the sense of wonder. We want to entrust the next generation with the
nature of our days. If we take them out into nature, to become enamored
with the magic of flora and fauna, they will have the desire to protect it, to
make it better than we left it.
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Nature journaling is exactly what it sounds like: taking a notebook of
some sort and going out and recording observations, questions, and thoughts
about the natural world. This sounds great, but why even use nature journals
for education in the first place? All of the benefits of using nature in
education are utilized when a nature journal is introduced. Additional
benefits to journaling include critical thinking and inquiry, reflection,
development of writing skills, benefits of sharing journal entries with others,
the creation of a time log of data collection and memories, and the feeling of
ownership in journaling (Asfeldt, Hvenegaard, & Purc-Stephenson, 2018;
Cisero, 2006; Good & Whang 2002; McGough, 2013).
One topic that is gained during nature journaling is a sense of place,
touched on by David Sobel in his book Beyond Ecophobia (1996). This sense of
place means having a meaningful relationship with the local nature around
you. Many children tend to have a stronger connection to faraway wildlife
and plants than the wonderful flora and fauna of their own backyards, parks,
and neighborhoods. Journaling in the same place all year long helps to foster
the sense of place. It is tough to have youth grow into adults that care about
the local nature if they do not have a sense of and appreciation for it.
Nature journaling is also a great form of experiential learning. This
type of learning is hands-on, direct learning of different topics. Experiential
learning is great with different learning styles (McMillan & Wilhelm, 2007).
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Nature journaling, as a form of experiential learning, allows students to be in
the field, exposed to the elements and exploring nature with their senses,
and putting those senses to paper.

Nature Journal Supplies and Preparation
All of the benefits of nature journaling can thus make it a great
learning and teaching tool. Of course, knowing the supplies needed to create
a nature journal is the next step. Both The Compass to Nature (n.d.) booklet
and John Muir Laws’ book The Law’s Guide to Nature Drawing and Journaling
(2016) offer examples of what is needed to create a journal, as well as
providing examples of extra supplies to enhance the journals.
1. The Journal: as elementary school teachers, the most cost-effective
journal without taking away too much from quality is important. Using
non-lined paper could be helpful too so there is room to not only write
but draw and diagram. A regular notebook, or several sheets of paper
spiral bound together would work well. I would recommend spiral
bound so the student can access the page easier without the book
shutting on them. An example of a nature journal is provided in
Appendix C in this activity guide, and is made from white paper,
tagboard, and is spiral bound.
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2. The Pencil: for the most part with elementary students, just a regular
number two pencil will work. It will most likely be too advanced to use
different weighted pencils. It might be smart to tie the pencil to the
notebook with a piece of string so it does not get lost.
3. A ruler: use this inside to create different areas on the page (box for
weather, etc.), and use outside to take measurements. Examples of
layouts for each lesson will be provided in this guide. The outdoor
ruler could even be part of the back cover (laminate this if you choose
to do this)
4. Other optional items might be a small amount of colored pencils,
weather equipment, crayons for rubbings, and a magnifying glass.
The wonderful thing about nature journals is they do not need to be
complicated. If you bring many different items, it can be hard to juggle them
when observing nature. This is compounded if there are twenty or more
elementary students observing nature for possibly the first time. To start, a
journal, pencil, and ruler will be perfect. Some of the lessons in this activity
guide will give a few more items to bring along; for the most part, they do not
prompt bringing too many items out in the field.
Have journals premade to give to students, or have some time to
create and decorate the journals before any of the lessons are conducted.
This can be a fun and exciting activity for students to make the journal their
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own. Providing pictures of local wildlife and plants, as well as their favorite
animals to glue to the covers is a great option. This can remind students that
this journal is for thoughts, drawings, writings, and numbers about what they
see outside in nature.

How to use the Activity Guide
This activity guide uses nature journaling as a tool when teaching
outdoors about nature. The lessons contained in it are designed for grades 35, but can be modified to work with other grades and ages as well. It is
recommended that several lessons be used throughout the year to foster the
sense of place and allow for many opportunities of hands-on subject
learning. There will be a learning curve for both teachers and students in
understanding proper behavior on the trails and proper entries into the
journal. The benefits of nature journals far outweigh these learning curves,
and you will have a treasured memory book for each student as well as a
gradable assignment for teachers. The first lesson in this book introduces the
term “naturalist” that can aid students in learning how naturalists act when
observing nature; the second one introduces nature journaling in more detail
to aid students in understanding what methods and items they should
journal with. It is highly recommended to perform lessons one and two first.
The remaining lessons are broken down into seasons, and can be used
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together for units, mixed and matched, or used individually upon the
teacher’s discretion or comfort level. Seasons chosen are the best for the
lesson as per the author; many of these lessons can be successfully
conducted in other seasons. The lessons take different amounts of time to be
completed, and can be broken into separate days if desired. Journals can also
be filled out during the main lesson time, not just in the wrap-up time. Below
is the layout that each lesson has with explanations of each section.

Lesson Number (Season): Title
Overview

Objectives

This provides a quick at-a-glance summary

Lists two different goals for students to

of the topic and what students will be

learn during the lesson.

doing.

Materials
Lists all needed and some optional materials to conduct the lesson

Subjects, Standards and Guidelines
Breaks down some of the Minnesota State Standards and NAAEE Guidelines by subject
that apply to the lesson. There may be more standards or guidelines that apply.
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Preparation
Anything that needs to be done prior to conducting the lesson. These may be a few days
prior or the morning of the lesson. Safety considerations are also listed here. Any items
that students should learn prior to this lesson will also be listed here.

Background
Gives background information the teacher should know before teaching the lesson. Any
sources listed are located at the end of the activity guide in the References section. The
teacher may want to do more research to be more comfortable in teaching the lesson. At
least some, if not all of the information in the background is to be shared with students.

Steps to Complete Activity - Total time to complete activity
Introduction
(time)

Subject will be introduced here. Journal pages will also be set up during

Main Lesson
(time)

Outdoor activity will be performed during this section. Time varies.

Conclude
(time)

this time. Generally inside, but could be done outside. Time varies.

Wrap up journal entries, share experiences while outside, and ask any
questions the students had while learning about or exploring the subject.
Can be done inside or outside. Time varies.

Follow Up Lesson Ideas
Ideas for lessons that could come after the lesson or enhance the lesson.
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Journal Page Layout Suggestion
This section will give a suggestion for a journal page layout. This can help students
remember to write the lesson name, date, weather information, and perform the main
lesson. Layout can always be modified to accommodate student and lesson needs.

Rubric
Here is where a grading rubric for the lesson will be located. Behavior and main lesson
goals/journal expectations will be here to allow for the teacher to grade each student on
the lesson if desired. Rubrics can always be modified or not used based on local needs.
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Lesson 1: Learning From Naturalists
Overview
There are dozens of naturalists of the past

Objectives
1.

Learn what a naturalist is and how

that have explored and observed nature.

they act; think about who they know

These naturalists exhibit certain behaviors,

that acts like a naturalist.

traits, and use all of their senses. Students

2.

Explore outdoors using traits of

will learn what a naturalist is, how they act,

naturalists and their five senses;

and think about who they know that are

journal descriptive words.

naturalists. Introductory journaling will be
prompted and guided at the end of the
lesson.

Materials
Journal and Pencil - 1 per student
Ruler - 1 per student

Subjects, Standards and Guidelines
English Language Arts 5.6.4.4; 4.6.4.4; 3.6.4.4 - Produce clear and coherent writing in
which the development and organization are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.
NAAEE Guidelines to Excellence 4th Grade - Strand 2.4-A Human/environment
interactions
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Preparation
Walk the trails prior to conducting lesson and describe items you see using the five senses.
This will help you prompt students if they cannot think of how to describe things you see.
Because allergies can be a concern, look for different items the students might be able to
taste before the lesson. Have journals ready and make sure each student has a pencil. See
introductory section on making journals. You can have a fun 20 minutes decorating the
covers prior to nature journaling. Pre-teach adjectives to students so they know what
descriptive words are.

Background
In order to be a naturalist, it is important to know what naturalists are, how they
act, and what they use when exploring nature. There are dozens of naturalists that have
shown how to observe and appreciate nature in all parts of history. Below are brief
descriptions of 6 naturalists. The naturalists below all explored nature with possibly
different goals in mind, however they all show similar traits that make them great at
seeing the natural world around them. Naturalists enjoy being outside, and include
teachers, farmers, hunters, gardeners, and everyday people. Naturalists are observant, and
use all of their senses of sight, smell, hearing, touching, and tasting. They all exhibit the
sense of wonder, or awe of the natural world that make them naturally curious about the
mysteries of nature (Carson, 1965). Naturalists are also respectful of nature and others,
honest in what they observe, quiet, calm, ask questions, and share their findings with
others.
Although most known for work Silent Spring (1962), Rachel Carson was a naturalist
at heart. Carson explored the world and wrote about the environment and gave her
interpretations to how humans live and interact with it. Carson wrote many books and
articles for government organizations and newspapers, mostly about the sea she studied
and loved (Lear, 1998). Her book The Sense of Wonder (1965) discussed using senses to
explore the environment and finding the wonder and awe in nature, and that a child only
needs one willing adult to take them outside for them to truly enjoy the natural world.
From a very young age, Beatrix Potter was fascinated by the natural world, and
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documented her findings in beautiful watercolor drawings (Lear, 2014). As she grew older,
she was most interested in creating watercolors of fungi and insects, and submitted many
of these to museums and colleges. Potter included observations and diagrams in many of
her watercolors (Lear, 2014). Her observations and watercolors were very detailed. In her
later years, Potter would be known for her children’s tales that included many watercolors
of rabbits, mice, and other creatures.
Meriwether Lewis and William Clark embarked on a journey to chart and explore
the new Louisiana Purchase for Thomas Jefferson in 1804 (History.com Editors, 2018).
Thomas Jefferson had Lewis and Clark keep records of their explorations and adventures
across the western United States. The journals written by Lewis and Clark contained
information on geography, peoples they met, and the natural wonders they observed.
Lewis and Clark were two of the first Americans to venture into the American West and
keep records of their journey (Moulton, 1998). Included in these journals as noted by
Moulton were maps written mostly by William Clark, botany, wildlife information,
astronomy, languages and other information about Native American peoples, and more.
Aldo Leopold also kept findings and thoughts about the natural world in journals
(The Leopold Foundation, 2018). He kept detailed observations of his personal and
professional experiences in nature. Gisel (2002) noted that his writings inspired much of
how we think about conservation and conservation policies to this day. One of his most
famous works, A Sand County Almanac (1949), was drawn from many of his journal notes.
This book detailed several observations of wildlife and plants as well as his thoughts about
conservation topics during his time on his farm in Wisconsin and adventures across the
country (Leopold, 1949).

Steps to Complete Activity - 1 hour 40 minutes

1.

Ask the students if they have ever explored nature (let them give
you some examples); ask if they know what a person who studies

Introduction
(30 min)

nature is called and give them the word “naturalist”.
2.

Ask students what a “trait” is, and explain the term.

3.

Once they have been introduced to “naturalist”, have them think
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about people they know that are naturalists (mom is a gardener,
uncle is a hunter, older sister loves to hike, etc.), and the behaviors
Introduction
(30 min)

exhibited by naturalists.
4.

Have students break out their very first journal page into a layout
similar to what is provided with this lesson. With prompting from
teacher, have them write down the five senses in a box, list a few
people they know who are naturalists (it can be themselves too!),
and write down at least 5 traits of a naturalist.

5.

Have the students “copy” being a naturalist by exploring the
outdoors and observing using all senses and naturalist traits.

Main Lesson
(45 min)

6. Prompt them to practice being quiet, calm, honest, respectful of
objects and others during the lesson. Observe with them.
7.

Have the students return to their desks and have them describe
and share some of the things they observed (focus on colors,
shapes, sharp and low sounds, different smells, really get them to

Conclude
(25 min)

use descriptive words).
8. In journals, have them write a bunch of these descriptive words
(will help them later on when describing observations outdoors).
9. Have students share people they know who are naturalists to the
class and what makes them a naturalist.

Follow Up Lesson Ideas
Have several lessons, each one focusing on a different naturalist of history. Design a lesson
so that the students do or learn something that the naturalist had done or
wrote/drew/counted.
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Journal Page Layout Suggestion:
Lesson Name: Naturalists
5 senses

Date:
Describing Using Senses

Traits of Naturalists
Who do I know acts as a naturalist?

Grading Rubric
Graded Item

How to observe and
act like a naturalist

Meets Expectations

Needs More Work

Used naturalist behaviors
(quiet, calm, respectful, etc.)
Was reminded a couple times Did not use naturalist
and used senses (smell, sight,
to use naturalist behaviors
behaviors even after being
touch, taste and hearing) where and senses
reminded of them
appropriate

Used either some of the
senses with at least 6
Describe outdoor
Used all five senses with at least
descriptive words, or used
items using five senses 6 descriptive words total
between 3-5 descriptive
words
Journal about
naturalist traits and
one naturalist they
know

Does not Meet
Expectations

Did not use more than one
sense, less than 5
descriptive words used

Listed at least 5 naturalist traits Listed 2-4 naturalist traits in Listed 1 or less naturalist
in their journals
their journals
traits in their journals
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Lesson 2: How to Nature Journal
Overview
Students will learn the basics of nature

Objectives
1.

Understand the three main ways to

journaling (writing, drawing, numbers) and

express what you observe in nature

why we nature journal. They will

(writing, numbers, and drawing)

understand that they should journal about
what they see (honest journaling), how to

2.

Observe nature and put those
observations to paper

share journal ideas/thoughts. They will
travel outside to use their naturalists
observation skills and use all senses, then
write about what they
saw/heard/smelled/touched/etc. and
share at least two things from their journals.

Materials
Frame of some sort (empty picture frame, hula hoops, loops of string) - 1 per student
Journal and Pencil - 1 per student
Rulers - 1 per student

Subjects, Standards and Guidelines*
Language Arts 3.6.4.4, 4.6.4.4, 5.6.4.4 - Produce clear and coherent writing in which the
development and organization are appropriate to task and purpose
Language Arts 3.6.10.10, 4.6.10.10, 5.6.10.10 - Write routinely over extended time frames or
shorter timeframes for a range of discipline-specific tasks, purpose, or audiences
Mathematics 3.1.1.1 - Compare and represent whole numbers up to 100.000 with emphasis
on place value and equality
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Mathematics 4.1.2.1 - Represent and compare fractions and decimals in real world and
mathematical situations
Mathematics 5.1.2.1 - Read, write, represent and compare fractions and decimals
Art 0.2.1.5.1 & 4.2.1.5.1- Create or make in a variety of contexts in the arts area using the
artistic foundations
NAAEE Guidelines to Excellence 4th Grade: Strand 1-C Collecting Information
NAAEE Guidelines to Excellence 4th Grade: Strand 1-E Organizing Information
*These standards apply to all other lessons except lesson 1

Preparation
Walk the trails prior to lesson (morning of preferably) to find good areas for students to
place frames on ground for observations. Find smaller areas to suggest for each student
within larger area. Prior to this lesson, lesson 1 should be taught.

Background
Naturalists and other scientists record the data they collect as a way to remember
what they did, for later analyzing and to share their findings with others. Important details
can be forgotten if not put on paper, it is tough to prove what you observed if you don’t
have proof, and it is a way to keep honest with yourself and others. Students can become
scientists and naturalists by recording their own findings in journals while outdoors
exploring nature. This is also a great tool for teachers to assess and grade their students,
but make it more fun and less like an assignment.
There are three main ways to place data in a nature journal, and these are broken
down in Compass to Nature (n.d.) and The Laws Guide to Nature Journaling and Drawing
(2016). Writing helps to describe what you see, hear, smell, touch, and taste. The method
of writing can take many forms such as a detailed description of the item, behavior an
observed creature exhibits, poetry, small stories, etc. Drawing is another method that
helps explain what is observed, and includes simple sketches, detailed diagrams, maps, and
rubbings. Drawing helps one understand what they are looking at better, as they have to
look closely to make sure they are drawing the object to as close to likeness as possible.
Skill in drawing is learned, so the more practice the better; do not be discouraged because
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you think you cannot draw. Numbers are another aspect of journaling, and includes
counting amounts of a particular object, measuring objects, noting patterns, or noting how
many of something can fit in a certain area or grow in a certain area.

Steps to Complete Activity - 1 hour 30 minutes
1.

Remind students how naturalists behave and observe (you can
prompt students to provide the behaviors and observations, or
have them listed on the board; review the journal entry they made
about this, from Lesson 1).

2.

Introduce “drawing” in the nature journal. Show examples of
drawings from children their age. Examples include sketches,

Introduction
(30 min)

diagrams, rubbings, etc.
3.

Introduce “writing” in the nature journal. Show examples of
writing from children their age. Examples include words,
sentences, poetry, labeling, etc.

4.

Introduce ways to use “numbers” in the nature journal. Show
examples of using numbers from children their age. Examples
include counting, measuring, etc.

5.

Tell students that we will be going outside to put these skills to
practice. Have students set up their journal page, including adding
the title and date, and where they are going (schoolhouse trails,
pond, etc.).

6. Once outside, gather students together to describe the weather.
Have them record two weather items (sunny, humid; cloudy,
raining; temperatures if desired).
7.

Have each student take a small frame and find a spot nearby to set
it down. The area can be anywhere outside, but encourage
vegetated areas. Have them sit next to each of their squares.

Main Lesson
(45 min)

8. Have each student choose two items in their square and draw
them to as close a likeness as possible and feasible for their age.
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Give them 15 minutes.
9. Have each student choose two items (same or different from
above) and describe it using words (sentences, single words,
phrases, compare to other objects, etc.). Give them 15 minutes.
10. Have each student count or measure two of a type of item in their
square (ants crawling around (no measuring live animals unless
using care!!), blades of grass, space between items, number of
ridges or different colors, etc). Give them 15 minutes.

Conclude
(15 min)

11. At the end, allow the students to share what they wrote, drew, and
counted. Give fun facts, like “I counted thirty ants in my square”,
or “I drew the yellow leaves on a baby tree in my square”.

Follow Up Lesson Ideas
This lesson can be repeated many times over the school year. You can visit many different
places (field trips) and do general nature journaling about what is observed.

Journal Page Layout Suggestion
Lesson Name: Nature Journaling
WRITE

Date:
WEATHER

DRAW

USE NUMBERS
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Rubric
Graded Item
Meets Expectations

Needs More Work

Does not Meet Expectations

Outdoor
Behavior

Used naturalist behaviors (quiet,
calm, respectful, etc.) and used
senses (smell, sight, touch, and
hearing) where appropriate

Was reminded a couple
Did not use naturalist behaviors even
times to use naturalist
after being reminded of them
behaviors and senses.

Writing

Used at least three descriptive
words or two sentences

Used 1-2 descriptive
words or one sentence

Used no descriptive words or no
sentences

Drawing

Drew at least 2 pictures

Drew 1 picture

Did not draw a picture

Numbers

Counted or measured at least 2
things

Counted or measured 1
Did not count or measure anything
thing

Honesty

All observations were from items
that were seen during the lesson

Most observations were
from items that were
Few to no items observed during the
observed during the
lesson were recorded
lesson
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Lesson 3 (Spring): Bird Migration Bonanza!
Overview
Using a nature walk and a birdfeeder,

Objectives
1.

Learn about birds, how and why

students will learn about how birds move

they migrate, compare to other

around (migrate), how this compares to

animals; learn some birds resist

other animals (hibernate and resist), and

instead of migrate.

what birds stay all winter and who migrates.

2.

Learn some simple birds in the area

They will learn simple birds that they see on

by how they look or sound through

the trail and those that visit the birdfeeder.

observation by a bird feeder and
during a nature walk; look at
distribution maps

Materials
Journal and Pencil - 1 per student
Binoculars - 5 or more sets to share
Bird feeder and bird seed
Colored pencils (optional)
Bird guides and/or Access to Bird Species Distribution Maps

Subjects, Standards and Guidelines
Science 3.4.1.1.2 - Identify common groups of plants and animals using observable physical
characteristics, structures and behaviors
Science 5.1.1.2.2 - Identify and collect relevant evidence, make systematic observations
and accurate measurements, and identify variables in a scientific investigation
Geography 3.3.1.1.1 - Use maps and concepts of location to describe places in one’s
community, the state of Minnesota, the U.S., or the world
Geography 4.3.1.1.1 - Create and use various kinds of maps, including overlaying thematic
maps, of places in the U.S., and also Canada or Mexico
Geography 5.3.1.1.1 - Create and use various kinds of maps, including overlaying thematic
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maps, of places in the North American Colonies
NAAEE Guidelines to Excellence 4th Grade: Strand 2.2-A Organisms, populations, and
communities
Lesson 2 Subject, Standards and Guidelines also apply.

Preparation
Make sure you have had a bird feeder outside for a few weeks before students do this
lesson so birds have found the feeder. The feeder will be best used where students can
view it out of a window. Fill or top off feeder at least 30 minutes before beginning the
lesson. Have binoculars available for students to share (if there is budget, one per student
would be great, but sharing will work just fine too). Students should be shown how to use
binoculars prior to this lesson (10-15 minutes).

Background
The birds, which comprise the group Aves, are a diverse group of around 10,000
living species (Wikipedia, 2018). They are found in all habitats on a worldwide scale
(National Geographic, 2018), and are found in an amazing array of sizes, from
hummingbirds to ostriches. Birds have evolved to fly, and they contain unique
modifications to their skeletons, digestive systems, heart, and lungs to have the ability to
fly (Wikipedia, 2018). They have also developed feathers to aid in flight, as well as beaks
and the ability to lay eggs (Wikipedia, 2018). Birds not only occupy all habitats, they also
exploit a wide range of food and feeding types. Raptors are predatory and eat meat,
whereas hummingbirds pollinate and drink nectar. Some birds stay in one area all year,
and others migrate long distances to avoid lack of food in different areas. Birds are a great
group of animals to study because they are found everywhere, meaning any outdoor area
has the opportunity to be used, and are very diverse, which lends itself to a large pool of
study.
There are many species of birds that live in Minnesota depending on the time of the
year. These birds can be referenced in a bird field guide, like National Geographic Field
Guide to the Birds of North America (Dunn & Alderfer, 2011). Because birds can fly, they
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have the ability to move long distances in relatively short times. In northern climates,
many species fly south in the winter, and north in the spring, to follow food sources. This
process of moving distances based on conditions is called migration. Birds are the most
obvious migrators, but some insects and other animals also migrate. The migration can be
as large as moving whole continents away and returning, or moving shorter distances due
to resource needs. Some other animals hibernate, or sleep through the colder months;
others go through torpor, which is a less deep form of hibernation; others are active all
winter long in one area and do not migrate. We call those species resistors. Some bird
species are resistors and spend the whole year in one place.
Each species of bird lives in certain areas in the world. The area in which they live
is called a range. The range can include where birds spend all year, where they migrate,
and where they breed. This does not mean you will find a particular species in every area
in their range map at any time of the year. You still have to look at the habitats they live in,
and if that area is where they live all year long, where they migrate, or where they breed.
Below is a table listing several common bird species, if they migrate or resist, and
where they are commonly found. Many of these species will hang out anywhere from rural
to more urban areas.
Table of Common Bird Species in Minnesota:
Bird Name

Migrate/Resist

Where to Find?

Black-capped Chickadee

Resist

forests

Northern Cardinal

Resist

open woodlands

Blue Jay

Migrate/Resist

forests

American Robin

Migrate/Resist

open woodlands

European Starling

Migrate/Resist

towns

Redwing Blackbird

Migrate/Resist

marshes

American Tree Sparrow

Migrate

open woodlands

American Goldfinch

Migrate

open woodlands

Sources of Information: Field guides about birds (National Geographic, Peterson’s guides,
etc.), All About Birds website (great source for individual bird information and many other
articles about birds). Guides or websites can provide range maps.
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Steps to Complete Activity - 2 hours
1.

Show students a picture of a bird or a taxidermied bird. Ask them if
they know what it is.

2.

Introduce students to birds (what are they, what are their basic
features, where do they live, flight, how they live).

3.

Ask students if they know what it is called when a bird leaves for
the winter and goes to a warmer place, then returns when it gets

Introduction
(30 min)

warmer here. Introduce the term migration. Ask students what
other animals do instead of migrating. Introduce the terms
hibernate, torpor, and resistor. Make lists of what animals utilize
which type of survival technique in the winter-time. Ask if all birds
migrate. List a few birds that migrate and a few that do not
(resistors).
4.

Set up journal pages. Get students ready to view birds at bird
feeder.

5.

Take students to the window where the bird feeder is located.
Allow students to journal about the birds that visit, helping them
ID the birds with a bird guide or other source such as a website.
Make note of any bird species or behavior mysteries. Give the
students 30 minutes.

Main Lesson
(60 min)

6. Take students on a short walk on a trail or around the schoolyard
looking for birds. Have them pause and fill out their journals as
they go (observe first, journal when bird has left). Use a bird guide
for bird ID. Make note of any bird species or behavior mysteries.
Give them 30 minutes, including the walk.
**Do bird feeder activity first; birds may not return right away if disturbed from feeder due
to nature walk.
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Conclude
(30 min)

7. Return inside and allow students to finish their journal entries.
Ask them what birds they saw, and show or look up distribution
maps of the species they saw (note those with large ranges and
those with small ranges).

Follow Up Lesson Ideas
This can be a fun lesson to repeat during different times of the year. If desired,
introducing in fall and repeating in winter and spring allows students to compare over the
school year (or doing once in all four seasons if there is time).

Journal Page Layout Suggestion
Lesson Name: Bird Migration Bonanza!

Date:

Notes/Drawing/Counting Birds

Weather

Wonder Moment
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Rubric
Graded Item

Meets Expectations

Needs More Work

Does not Meet Expectations

Outdoor Behavior

Used naturalist behaviors
(quiet, calm, respectful, etc.)
Was reminded a couple
and used senses (smell, sight, times to use naturalist
touch, and hearing) where
behaviors and senses.
appropriate

Did not use naturalist behaviors
even after being reminded of them

Writing

Used at least two descriptive
words or one sentence

N/A

Used no descriptive words or no
sentences

Drawing

Drew at least 1 picture

N/A

Did not draw a picture

Numbers

Counted or measured at least
1 thing

N/A

Did not count or measure anything

Honesty

All observations were from
items that were seen during
the lesson

Most observations were
from items that were
observed during the lesson

Few to no items observed during
the lesson were recorded
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Lesson 4 (Spring): Habitat Comparison
Overview
Students will learn about three broad

Objectives
1.

habitats in Minnesota and some of their
characteristics including plants, animals,

Learn about several habitats found
in Minnesota

2.

Describe at least two different

and climate. Two habitats will be viewed in

habitats and compare/contrast

the field and compared in their journals.

them

Materials
Journal and Pencil - 1 per student
Ruler - 1 per student

Subjects, Standards and Guidelines
Science 3.4.1.1.2 - Identify common groups of plants and animals using observable physical
characteristics, structures and behaviors
Science 4.2.1.1.1 - Measure temperature, volume, weight and length using appropriate tools
and units
Science 5.1.1.2.2 - Identify and collect relevant evidence, make systematic observations
and accurate measurements, and identify variables in a scientific investigation
Lesson 2 Subject, Standards and Guidelines also apply.

Preparation
Find two habitats that are relatively close together so you can spend time in each. Broad
habitats are explained in the background, but comparing such habitats as deciduous and
coniferous forest would be just fine. You may even want to compare sodded areas to taller
grass areas, or shrubs in front of school to soccer field (depending on what is available).
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Background
A habitat is simply a place where a plant or animal lives; habitats have conditions
that are optimal for a certain group of organisms, and can vary widely around the globe.
There are thousands of different habitats that can be found and explored. Each habitat has
five key parts that allow certain creatures to survive. Creatures need space to move
around, feed, coexist, and reproduce; water is needed by all organisms in different
quantities; food is also essential, and there can be too little or too much in certain
situations; shelter is what protects animals from predators, gives them places to rest and
eat, and also helps give them a place to reproduce (National Geographic, 2019 Habitats).
There are many habitats in the Midwest. Here is a breakdown of three broad ones
(although lakes are great habitats too, they may not be practical to study without extra
materials such as wet boots):
Wetlands are areas with standing water or saturated soils all or part of the year. The
ground can be wet or squishy underfoot. Water usually comes from underground sources,
or may come from nearby runoff or lakes and streams. The soil is hydric, or wet. The
plants that live in wetlands are sometimes referred to as hydrophytes (National
Geographic, 2019 Wetland).
Wetland Components
Soil

wet, hydric, squishy, organic

Plants

shallow roots, hydrophytes; blue flag iris, duckweed, cattails,
jewelweed, algae, willows

Animals

waterfowl, turtles, frogs, beavers, red-wing blackbirds,
mosquitoes

Notes

hot/humid to temperate, may dry out during parts of year

Prairies are generally large areas of flat to rolling grasses with flowers interspersed. They
get moderate to low rainfall and contain few trees. The species present vary depending on
rainfall and groundwater; tall, short, and mixed height prairies are three types. Plant roots
reach deep down in the soil to find water. The soil tends to by dryer, and without trees the
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wind is almost constant (National Geographic, 2019 Prairie).

Prairie Components
Soil

dry, dark and rich

Plants

little bluestem, milkweed, goldenrod, big bluestem, coneflower

Animals

upland sandpiper, eastern bluebird, bison, gophers,
meadowlarks

Notes

windy, very few trees, Great Plains, flat to slightly hilly

Forests are expansive or small areas covered mostly by trees with a shrubby understory
and smaller grasses, flowers, and ferns near the ground surface. They tend to be cooler
than other habitats due to the shading tree canopy. Two common ones in the upper
Midwest are coniferous and deciduous forests. Coniferous forest is dominated by conifer
trees, such as pines. Deciduous forest is dominated by hardwoods such as maples that lose
their leaves in the winter months in northern climates.
Forest Components
Soil

Moist, organic duff layer on top

Plants

Trees, shrubs, ferns, lichen, mosses

Animals

Squirrels, warblers, deer, porcupines, woodpeckers

Notes

Cool, moist, deciduous or coniferous dominated, bloom of
flowers in the spring (ephemerals)

Steps to Complete Activity - 1 hour 40 minutes
1.
Introduction
(30 min)

Ask students if they have noticed when they visit different areas,
such as lakes and forests, how the animals are different? Ask them
what is found in a lake that isn’t found in a forest (fish, vegetation
underwater, ducks, etc.).
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2.

Introduce students to the word “habitat”. Do they know what it
means? Define it for them. Why do certain animals only live in
certain habitats? Introduce the term “adapted”. What are

Introduction
(30 min)

adaptations? Can students list any adaptations that animals have to
their habitats? What are the key parts of a habitat that animals
need?
3.

Talk about 3 common habitats in Minnesota, and list a few things
found in each.

Main Lesson
(45 min)

4.

Have students set up their nature journal page.

5.

Take students outside to view at least two habitats. Spend about
the same time in each habitat. They should use their observation
and naturalist skills to write down/draw/count things they see in
each habitat. Have them look at the soil, plants, animals and animal
evidence, shade, wind, etc.

6. Once back inside, students can finish filling out their journals. As a
class, compare the two habitats. How are they different, how are
Conclude
(25 min)

they the same? Are there any plants or animals that are found in
both habitats? Why is this the case? Have students write down one
thing they learned or one thing they wondered about the habitats
they visited.

Follow Up Lesson Ideas
Have another lesson in another habitat and compare and contrast to habitats already
observed.
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Journal Page Layout Suggestion
Lesson Name: Habitat Comparison
Habitat 1:

Date:
Habitat 2:

Weather

Rubric
Graded Item

Meets Expectations

Needs More Work

Does not Meet Expectations

Outdoor Behavior

Used naturalist behaviors
(quiet, calm, respectful, etc.) Was reminded a couple
and used senses (smell,
times to use naturalist
sight, touch, and hearing)
behaviors and senses.
where appropriate

Habitat 1

Recorded observations on at
least five items. Used one of
each journal method (write,
draw, and count).

Recorded observations on
2-4 items. Used at least two Did not record observations or only
of the three journal
used one of three journal methods
methods

Habitat 2

Recorded observations on at
least five items. Used one of
each journal method (write,
draw, and count).

Recorded observations on
2-4 items. Used at least two Did not record observations or only
of the three journal
used one of three journal methods
methods

Honesty

All observations were from
items that were seen during
the lesson

Most observations were
Few to no items observed during
from items that were
the lesson were recorded
observed during the lesson

Did not use naturalist behaviors
even after being reminded of them
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Lesson 5 (Summer): Aquatic Insects
Overview
Students will don their wet boots and

Objectives
1.

Learn about aquatic insects, how

explore the underwater world of aquatic

they survive, and why they are

insects. They will learn some simple insects

important

that can be found, how aquatic insects

2.

Learn main groups of aquatic

survive in the water, and what conditions

insects and be able to key

could limit where aquatic insects can live.

out/identify at least one of them

They will explore a pond/stream/etc. to

with simple key

see what insects (and other fun species) live
there.

Materials
Journal and Pencil - 1 per student
Ruler - 1 per student
Dip nets - at least one for teacher; some for students optional
Wet boots or waders - for anyone entering the water
White plastic bins - 1 per 3 students
Magnifying glass - 1 per student
Ice trays - 1 per 3 students
Laminated key to pond or stream - 1 per 3 students (see background of this lesson for link
to an identification key)
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Subjects, Standards and Guidelines
Science 3.4.1.1.2 - Identify common groups of plants and animals using observable physical
characteristics, structures and behaviors
Science 5.1.1.2.2 - Identify and collect relevant evidence, make systematic observations
and accurate measurements, and identify variables in a scientific investigation
NAAEE Guidelines to Excellence 4th Grade: Strand 1-F Working with models and
simulations
NAAEE Guidelines to Excellence 4th Grade: Strand 2.2-A Organisms, populations, and
communities
Lesson 2 Subject, Standards and Guidelines also apply.

Preparation
Have tubs, small containers, and net(s) ready either to take to body of water or at body of
water to study. Have your identification keys printed out and laminated prior to lesson.
Prior to lesson day, locate a body of water nearby. It can be a pond, stream, wetland, lake,
etc. Prior to lesson day, use a net to gather some aquatic invertebrates and practice
identifying them using an identification key. Look for any adults that might be in the area
(dragonflies and damselflies, flies, mosquitoes, etc.) so students can see what the adults
look like. Have your wet boots ready. If comfortable with students doing some netting,
have them come with wet boots as well.

Background
Half of all known living species are insects. There are 8,600 species of freshwater
aquatic insects that live in the water for all or at least parts of their lives. They are food
sources for fish, waterfowl, bats, other birds, and even other insects. They keep
ecosystems healthy through breaking down food, keeping water cleaner, increasing
oxygen levels in soils, and keeping some animal populations in check. All insects are
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invertebrates and are related to arthropods, which include crayfish, millipedes,
centipedes, spiders, and ticks. Insects have an exoskeleton that is a hard shell or series of
plates that protect them. A new exoskeleton is grown and old ones shed as they grow. The
changes insects go through from an egg to an adult is called metamorphosis, and there
are two methods to accomplish this. Incomplete metamorphosis is when hatching young
look much like their adult forms, and go through sheddings to grow and create wings to
become adults. Complete metamorphosis is when the young do not look at all like the
adults, and go through a major transformation as a pupae to turn into adults. Young of
both are called larvae. There are three body sections in insects: the head, thorax (middle
part), and abdomen. In adults, there are two antennae on the head, three pairs of legs on
the abdomen, and wings. Wings are absent or underdeveloped in young insects (Voshell,
2009).
Aquatic insects can be found in all freshwater habitats, and rarely marine habitats.
Many aquatic insects are in their immature stages, so many features (especially wings) are
not there or are underdeveloped. Some are grub-like with a head and/or
mouthparts/antennae; worms don’t have a distinct head or mouthparts/antennae.
Aquatic insects either spend their whole lives (eggs to adult) in the water, or are aquatic as
larvae, go through metamorphosis as a pupa (if complete metamorphosis) in water or on
land, and live on land as adults (Voshell, 2009).
For breathing, aquatic insects employ a few different methods of obtaining oxygen.
Most insects use oxygen dissolved in the water rather than oxygen from the air. Some
have gill structures, while others have a soft exoskeleton that allows dissolved oxygen to
pass through into their bodies. Other aquatic insects breathe oxygen from the air. Some
have holes they open to breathe at the surface, while others take an air bubble with them
when they go underwater (Voshell, 2009).
Aquatic insects have a breakdown for their feeding types. Scrapers have
mouthparts for scraping material off of rocks and plant matter, shredders tear up organic
matter such as leaves, collectors gather organic particles from the water column, and
predators hunt and eat other animals (Voshell, 2009).
It is easiest to find aquatic insects (and other aquatic invertebrates) at the edges of
ponds and lakes, or in riffle (fast flowing rapids) of streams. Most are seen in less than 3
feet of water. Below is a table of the most common aquatic insect groups, what habitats
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they are found in, what they feed on, what stages are aquatic, how they take in oxygen,
what metamorphosis they go through, and a fun fact about them (Voshell, 2009).
Aquatic
Insect
Group

Habitat

Mayflies

flowing or standing
water

Dragonflies
&
Damselflies

standing or slow
moving water

Stoneflies

True Bugs

Feeding
Group
scrapers,
collectors

Stages
Aquatic

How They Obtain
Oxygen

Metamorphosis
Type

Fun Fact

incomplete

adults only live a
few hours

lavae

hidden or visible
gills

incomplete

catch prey with
unhinged lower
jaw

shredders,
predators

larvae

gills or absorb
through body

incomplete

sensitive to
pollution

mostly
predators

larvae,
adults

breath air at surface incomplete

suck juices from
prey with sharp
beak on head

larvae

gills or absorb
through body

complete

some larvae are
called
hellgrammites

complete

adults can live
several years

complete

spin silk homes
with rocks/sticks

complete

can live in tundra
ponds and
geothermal
springs

larvae

gills

predators

flowing water with
high oxygen
shallow or edge of
standing water

Dobsonflies flowing or standing
& Alderflies water

predators

Water
Beetles

standing or slow
moving water

scrapers,
collectors,
predators

larvae,
adults

larvae gills or
absorb through
body; adults carry
air bubble

Caddisflies

flowing or standing
water

scrapers,
collectors,
shredders,
predators

larvae,
pupae

gills or absorb
through body

True Flies

very wide range;
flowing to stagnant,
all between

scrapers,
collectors,
shredders,
predators

Larvae, gills or absorb
pupae through body

To help students key out their aquatic insects, use this great key for ponds (they also have
one for rivers) using this link http://watermonitoring.uwex.edu/pdf/level1/pondkey.pdf
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Steps to Complete Activity - 1 hour 35 minutes
1.

Introduce students to aquatic insects. Ask them what they know
about insects (6 legs, exoskeleton, many have wings, different life

Introduction
(30 min)

stages, etc.). Talk about aquatic insects: how do they get oxygen,
living in water, etc.
2.

Have students set up their journal pages.

3.

Either prior to lesson or when students are outside, teacher will
net aquatic insects and other invertebrates into bins. Students

Main Lesson
(45 min)

could net their own if teacher is comfortable.
4.

Have students view the aquatic insects in their tubs. Provide ID
chart and help students ID insects and other creatures. Students
will use a magnifying glass to view and describe at least one
aquatic insect. Insects can be isolated in ice trays filled with water.
Three insects should be keyed out/identified.

Conclude
(20 min)

5.

Make sure students describe at least one aquatic insect and ID it to
group (dragonfly, fly, mosquito, beetle, etc.) or species if possible.

6. Finish up descriptions and share what insect was described.

Follow Up Lesson Ideas
Counting the numbers of each type of aquatic insect, comparing streams to ponds to lakes
to wetlands, and looking at aquatic invertebrates that are not insects.
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Journal Page Layout Suggestion
Lesson Name: Aquatic Insects

Date:

Draw/Write/Count an Aquatic Insect

Weather

Name 2+ other Aquatic Insects

Rubric
Graded Item

Meets Expectations

Needs More Work

Does not Meet Expectations

Outdoor Behavior

Used naturalist behaviors
(quiet, calm, respectful,
Was reminded a couple
etc.) and used senses
times to use naturalist
(smell, sight, touch, and
behaviors and senses.
hearing) where appropriate

Did not use naturalist behaviors even
after being reminded of them

Insect Description

Five observations and
used all three journal
methods (write, draw, and
count) at least once

2-4 observations and
used at least two journal
methods

1 or less observations and used only
one journal method

2 Other Insects

2 other insects identified

1 other insect identified

No other insects identified

Honesty

Most observations were
All observations were from
from items that were
items that were seen
observed during the
during the lesson
lesson

Few to no items observed during the
lesson were recorded
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Lesson 6 (Summer): Pollinators
Overview
Pollinators are very important parts of most

Objectives
1.

ecosystems. They help many plants
reproduce and provide food for other

Learn what pollinators are and what
they do for plants

2.

Explore and find pollinators in their

wildlife. Students will learn about

natural habitats feeding on flowers

pollinators and pollination. They will view

and describe them

pollinators on real plants outside, and
describe one pollinator and the plant that
the pollinator visited.

Materials
Journal and Pencil - 1 per student
Rulers - 1 per student
Colored Pencils (optional)

Subjects, Standards and Guidelines
Science 3.4.1.1.2 - Identify common groups of plants and animals using observable physical
characteristics, structures and behaviors
Science 4.2.3.2.1 - Energy can be transformed within a system or transferred to other
systems or the environment
Science 5.1.1.2.2 - Identify and collect relevant evidence, make systematic observations
and accurate measurements, and identify variables in a scientific investigation
NAAEE Guidelines to Excellence 4th Grade: Strand 2.2-C Systems and connections
NAAEE Guidelines to Excellence 4th Grade: Strand 2.2-D Flow of matter and energy
Lesson 2 Subject, Standards and Guidelines also apply.
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Preparation
Find an area near your place of teaching with different kinds of flowers. This can be a
natural area, an alfalfa field, the planted landscape in the front of the school, etc. Students
could be allergic to bees; have an epipen with you for emergencies. Look for a sunny,
warm day as more pollinators will be present in these conditions.

Background
Pollination is the act of moving plant’s male pollen grains to female parts of the
same kinds of plants. This is how most plants reproduce. This movement of male pollen to
female flower parts produces a seed/fruit/nut that can then turn into a new plant if
placed in the right conditions. The pollen needs to land on a flower of the same kind of
plant in order to create a seed. Pollinating can be done through wind (grasses), water
(some aquatic plants), or pollinators such as insects, bats*, birds, or rarely another animal.
Pollinators go to flowers to eat pollen that has lots of protein or sugary nectar. When a
pollinator visits a flower, some pollen sticks to them and is carried to the next flower they
visit. Some pollen has a chance of falling off and coming into contact with female flower
parts, which can result in pollination and seed production. Pollinators visit flowers
because they are attracted to the prospect of food (pollen and nectar) and the physical
characteristics of the flower. Certain colors, shapes, or scents attract certain pollinators.
This ensures one or a few types of pollinators visit the same kind of plant so pollen can
then make seeds and contribute to the next generation of plants. Key pollinators are in
the below table with what they eat, how well they pollinate, and typical flower
characteristics that are attractive to them (USDA Forest Service, n.d.).

*Our Midwestern bats to not pollinate, as they eat mosquitoes. Many tropical bats,
however, eat nectar from flowers and are pollinators.
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Pollinator

Eat

Pollinating
Efficiency

Flower Info

Bees

Pollen/Nectar High

nectar rich, bright colors (blue, yellow),
aromatic/minty, daytime, landing pads, tubeshaped

Ants

Nectar

not showy, low growing flowers close to stems

Beetles

Pollen/Nectar Moderate

bowl shaped, white or green, fruit scent,
daytime, large/solitary or small/clumped

Nectar

Moderate

tube shaped w/downturned petals, support to
perch, bright colors (yellow, red, orange), no
smell, daytime, nectar rich, modest pollen to
dust head

Moderate

clusters for landing, bright colors (yellow, red,
orange), daytime, nectar rich

Low

pale, dark brown, purple, bad meat odor,
contain pollen, funnel or trap shaped

Moderate

clusters for landing, white/dull color, open
evening/night, nectar rich

Birds

Butterflies Nectar
Flies

Pollen

Low

Moths

Nectar

Wasps

Nectar/Pollen Low

similar to bees

Steps to Complete Activity - 1 hour 15 minutes
1.

Ask students about pollinators. Explain what pollination is.
Mention wind and water pollination, then insect pollination. Why
is this important? Name some insect pollinators, and then name
some non-insect pollinators (birds, bats). Name some flowers that
get pollinated (big ones like milkweed, sunflowers, goldenrod,
trees and shrubs).

Introduction
(30 min)

2.

Get students prepared to go outside. Set up their journals and let
them know they will need to describe at least one pollinator and
the plant it was seen pollinating. Remind them about being calm
and respectful around the pollinators and the plants. Ask students
the question “Who pollinates what?” and that the class will be
going outside to find this out.
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3.

Take students outside to see pollinators in action. Have them
watch at least one pollinator move from flower to flower. Can they
see the pollen on the pollinator? How many kinds of flowers are
visited? How many different pollinators are there? Kinds of bees,

Main Lesson
(30 min)

butterflies, beetles?
4.

Explain that plants use the sun to make energy, which they use for
themselves and create nectar with. This nectar, full of sugary
energy, is then transferred to pollinators to fuel their lives.

5.
Conclude
(15 min)

Finish descriptions. Share 1 plant and 1 pollinator they
observed/described. Write one sentence of what
surprised/amazed them the most about the outdoor observations.
Did they find out who pollinates what?

Follow Up Lesson Ideas
You can visit many different areas to see if there are different pollinators there. A lesson
about the impacts of pollinators on the food we eat could also be created.
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Journal Page Layout Suggestion
Lesson Name: Pollinators

Date:

Pollinator

Weather

Flower Visited

Wonder/Amazing Discovery

Rubric
Graded Item

Meets Expectations

Needs More Work

Does not Meet Expectations

Outdoor Behavior

Used naturalist behaviors
(quiet, calm, respectful, etc.) Was reminded a couple times Did not use naturalist
and used senses (smell,
to use naturalist behaviors
behaviors even after being
sight, touch, and hearing)
and senses.
reminded of them
where appropriate

Pollinator Description

Used all three journal
Used two journal methods at
methods (write, draw, count)
least once
at least once

Did not use any journal
methods

Plant Visited by
Pollinator Description

Used all three journal
Used two journal methods at
methods (write, draw, count)
least once; plant was the
at least once; plant was the
pollinator visited
pollinator visited

Did not use any journal
methods; plant was not one
pollinator visited

Honesty

All observations were from
items that were seen during
the lesson

Few to no items observed
during the lesson were
recorded

Most observations were from
items that were observed
during the lesson
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Lesson 7 (Fall): Raining Leaves
Overview
Using the beautiful fall leaves of gold,

Objectives
1.

Learn about leaves (and trees to a

yellow, and red, students will learn the

lesser extent), why they change

different parts of a leaf, compare different

color, and who uses leaves

leaf shapes and colors, and understand why

2.

Learn/provide different shapes and

trees lose their leaves in the fall. They will

colors for the leaves; how to do a

also learn about different animals that use

leaf rubbing

leaves (squirrels, some insects).

Materials
Journal and Pencil - 1 per student
Ruler - 1 per student
Diagram of leaf types common to the area (See activity guide Appendix)
Pile or group of leaves (found with students preferable)
Colored pencils
Crayons for leaf rubbings

Subjects, Standards and Guidelines
Science 3.4.1.2.2 - Identify common groups of plants and animals using observable physical
characteristics, structures, and behaviors
Science 4.2.1.1.2 - Measure temperature, volume, weight, and length using appropriate
tools and units
Science 5.1.1.2.2 - Identify and collect relevant evidence, make systematic observations
and accurate measurements, and identify variables in a scientific investigation
NAAEE Guidelines to Excellence 4th Grade: Strand 1-F Working with models and
simulations
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NAAEE Guidelines to Excellence 4th Grade: Strand 2.2-A Organisms, populations, and
communities
Lesson 2 Subject, Standards and Guidelines also apply.

Preparation
Gather some crayons and colored pencils the color of the leaves. Make sure you have
leaves; look under trees, and make sure there are enough for at least one leaf per student.
Pre-draw, or have a photo to project onto whiteboard, a leaf that will be labeled by the
teacher while teaching about leaves. Students should already know what “characteristics”
are.

Background
Trees are large woody plants that are quite imposing on the landscape. Most are
easy to identify and have many features to use in identification. The National Wildlife
Federation has a Field Guide to Trees of North America (Kershner et al., 2008) book that is
very helpful in learning about trees. Generally speaking, trees are woody plants that have
one or a few large and tall stems, with a crown of branches and leaves on top and
spreading roots underground. The roots take in water and nutrients underground and
store much of the nutrients and help transfer them to the trunk. The trunk and branches
provide structure to the tree, and convey nutrients, water, and food around to where the
tree needs it most. Leaves play an incredibly important role in the lives of trees, as they
convert oxygen and water into carbon dioxide and sugars using sunlight. The carbon
dioxide gets expelled through holes, or stomata, on the leaf surface, and the sugars get
used by the plant for growth and other needs. This method of creating sugars is called
photosynthesis. The leaves are green because they contain chlorophyll, which helps use
sunlight to create the sugars. Leaves also have holes in them to take in carbon dioxide and
expel oxygen; water can pass through the holes as well and is called transpiration
(Kershner et al., 2008).
As well as providing energy for the tree to use, leaves are a great way to identify
tree species. Again, the National Wildlife Federation Field Guide to Trees of North America
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talks about using leaves for tree identification. Each species displays different types of
leaves. They all have similar characteristics (see diagram below). Some characteristics of
leaves include teeth or no teeth around outside of leaf, lobes, simple (one leaf) or
compound (many leaflets), and needle-shaped or heart-shaped. There are many ways to
describe leaves, including size, shape, color, and lobes.

Diagram of a Leaf
Leaves’ purpose are to create the sugars that are needed for plant growth and
other functions. Due to lower light levels and colder temperatures, some trees will drop
their leaves and go into dormancy (such as in winter in the upper Midwest). They no
longer need the leaves, and cannot afford to lose any water in the winter or dry months.
The chlorophyll in the leaves breaks down, and the other colored chemicals in the leaf
show through. This is why we see such pretty colors in the fall (Palm, 2019). The fall is a
great time to study tree leaves because they have or are falling off of the trees. You do not
harm the tree when you look at the leaves that have fallen off, and you can still see what
tree dropped what leaf. Plus, the colors are amazing.
Leaves are used by many animals for various purposes. Leaves are a source of food
for insects, beavers, porcupines, and other animals. Squirrels use leaves to build their
nests high up in the trees. Many small ground-dwelling animals such as insects and mice
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will use the leaf litter to hide and forage in. Decomposers such as worms will eat and break
down leaf litter on the forest floor.

Steps to Complete Activity - 1 hour 40 minutes
1.

Introduce students to trees. Briefly explain what trees are, then go
in-depth on leaves. Using a diagram on the board, label the parts of
a leaf. Talk about characteristics of leaves (lobes, teeth, shape,
color, etc.)

Introduction
(30 min)

2.

Ask students what happens to leaves in the fall; why do they lose
their leaves in the fall, and why do they change color? Listen to
answers, then tell them why leaves are lost and why they change
color.

3.

Ask students what animals might use leaves? How do they use
leaves?

4.

Have students set up their nature journals.

5.

Outside, walk around and look at all of the different kinds of trees.
Have students collect one leaf from their favorite tree. In their

Main Lesson
(45 min)

journals, have them do a leaf rubbing, then label the parts of the
leaf and measure the leaf. Identify the tree to group if desired
(maple, oak, poplar, etc.) Students should describe their leaf and
count some leaves while outside. Use the colored pencils to draw
and color the leaf drawing/rubbing if desired.

Conclude
(25 min)

6. Have some students share what leaf they chose and describe it to
the class. Have students reflect in their journals and/or finish up
their journal page.
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Follow Up Lesson Ideas
In the spring, students can view leaf out of different trees to see the leaves growing where
old ones had fallen off.

Journal Page Layout Suggestion
Lesson Name: Raining Leaves
Diagram of Leaf

Date:
Weather

Leaf Description and Counting Leaves
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Rubric
Graded Item

Meets Expectations

Needs More Work

Does not Meet Expectations

Outdoor Behavior

Used naturalist behaviors (quiet,
Was reminded a couple
calm, respectful, etc.) and used
times to use naturalist
senses (smell, sight, touch, and
behaviors and senses.
hearing) where appropriate

Leaf Rubbing and
Diagram

Leaf rubbing present, diagram
labeled (description), colors of
leaf either in rubbing or in color
blocks nearby

Leaf Rubbing present OR
No leaf rubbing, no description
description present

Additional Journal
Methods (chosen by
student)

Use at least two of the three
methods for other observations
(maybe drawing of the tree,
estimation of leaves on ground,
colors of other leaves, etc.)

Used at least one of the
three methods for other
observations

Honesty

Most observations were
All observations were from items from items that were
that were seen during the lesson observed during the
lesson

Did not use naturalist behaviors
even after being reminded of
them

Did not use any of the three
methods for other observations

Few to no items observed during
the lesson were recorded
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Lesson 8 (Fall): Mapping Plants
Overview
Many scientists, when researching

Objectives
1.

Learn about how and why

populations, find it helpful to map whatever

populations are monitored by

they are studying to gain a better

scientists spatially

understanding of where their target plant

2.

Learn how to construct a map

or animal currently lives. Students will
locate certain species along an outdoor trail
and map them in their journals.

Materials
Journal and Pencil - 1 per student
Ruler - 1 per student
Colored Pencils
Double stick tape
Simple maps - 1 per student (see Background section of lesson for example)

Subjects, Standards and Guidelines
Geography 3.3.1.2.2 - Create and interpret simple maps of places around the world, local
to global
Geography 4.3.1.1.1 - Create and use various kinds of maps, including overlaying thematic
maps, of places in the U.S., and also Canada or Mexico
Geography 5.3.1.1.1 - Create and use various kinds of maps, including overlaying thematic
maps, of places in the North American Colonies
Science 3.4.1.1.2 - Identify common groups of plants and animals using observable physical
characteristics, structures and behaviors
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Science 5.1.1.2.2 - Identify and collect relevant evidence, make systematic observations
and accurate measurements, and identify variables in a scientific investigation
NAAEE Guidelines to Excellence 4th Grade: Strand 2.2-A Organisms, populations, and
communities
NAAEE Guidelines to Excellence 4th Grade: Strand 2.2-C Systems and Connections
Lesson 2 Subject, Standards and Guidelines also apply.

Preparation
Prepare a map of the trails/outdoor learning areas the students will use to map their
populations. See Background section for an example. The school, trails, and any other
major landmarks should be on there and can be prelabeled. You can either give students
paper copies to double-stick tape into their journals, or have them trace one (taping into
journals will be quicker and less messy than glue). Walk the trails prior to the lesson, and
write down the different groups of plants students could map (conifer trees, deciduous
trees, thorny shrubs, milkweed, goldenrod, dandelions, etc.). Look for natural or “wild”
populations of different sizes. Have colored pencils ready for the students to mark where
they see the plant.

Background
Plants and animals live in places that have the correct conditions for survival. A
group of animals of the same kind that live and interact with each other and other plants
and animals is called a population. These animals are distributed in different numbers
within the population based on food and water availability and other factors. For a
scientist studying a certain species, it helps to know where there are populations of the
study species before deciding where to focus conservation efforts or where to best study
their chosen species. How do we do this? One of the ways scientists do this is by first
figuring out the habitat their species of study lives. After they have an idea of where the
species could be located, they go out on surveys to find where they actually are. Once they
have found an individual or small group of individuals, they mark it on a map or take a GPS
point of where they found it. Once points are put on a map, the scientist can see how the
population is distributed. They can then ask questions about where they see and do not
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see the species. Why are there no individuals in one area, but lots in another? What factors
affect the distribution? Is it due to food availability, water, predators? They can narrow
down and answer these questions. Once they know what is causing the population
distribution, they can start to decide how best to conserve that species.
Both plants and animals, among other things such as man-made items or even
humans, can be assessed in this way. Animals, unfortunately, can be rather quiet and hide
when people approach. Plants are advantageous and possibly easier to map because each
individual stays in one place. It is best to start students mapping plants as they can take
time to estimate numbers and locations without their subject leaving. You can have
students choose certain species that are easy to ID, or go with broader subjects
(deciduous trees, conifer trees, berry bushes, thorny plants, etc.) for students to map.
Maps simply depict place. They use symbols to show spatial relationships between
objects found in the area that is depicted. Not everything found in an area will be shown
on a map. Depending on the goal of the map, certain items are included and others are not
included (Axis Maps, 2017). All maps have a title and key of different symbols. Some maps
include roads, buildings, and other major landmarks. Other maps have population data or
other mathematical statistics.

Here is a map example to help you
make yours. Students can label
additional landmarks. Aerial maps
could work really well too.
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Steps to Complete Activity - 2 hours
1.

Introduce students to populations, distribution, what influences
populations, how scientists use maps to see a population(s), etc.
Have students list what might influence (food, water, shelter,
predators, etc.) a plant or animal population.

Introduction
(30 min)

2.

Talk about mapping. What are the components to a map? Talk
about titles, keys, etc.

3.

Have students either draw out a map of the trails you will walk, or
provide a map of the trails and buildings where they can add
populations; tape into journals with double sided tape. Add title
and key for map. Set up other parts of journal page.

4.

From a list, have students choose what plant or plant group they
will be mapping. They can pair up or several students can work
independently on the same group or species. Students will then
walk the trail and map their chosen subject. Have them add

Main Lesson
(60 min)

landmarks if they find more than what is already mapped and label
them. Every time they find the plant along the trail, they will put an
x or a dot on that spot on the map with a colored pencil in a color
of their choosing (teacher may have to help orient them on the
map).
5.

Conclude
(30 min)

Have students share where they found their plant or plant group.
They can also finish their maps and add any other descriptions,
discoveries, and wonders, either labeled on map or in open space
around map.

Follow Up Lesson Ideas
Additional lessons mapping different plants or animals can be done. Another way to add to
this lesson is to teach how to estimate populations, and have students locate and estimate
different populations.
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Journal Page Layout Suggestion
Lesson Name: Mapping Plants

Date:

Map, Additional Drawings, Writing, or Numbers

Weather

Wonder

Rubric
Graded Item

Meets Expectations

Needs More Work

Does not Meet Expectations

Outdoor Behavior

Used naturalist behaviors (quiet,
calm, respectful, etc.) and senses
(smell, sight, touch, and hearing)
where appropriate

Was reminded a couple times Did not use naturalist behaviors
to use naturalist behaviors
even after being reminded of
and senses.
them

Map Drawing

Map has key, several spots on
map depicting populations, and a
title; relative size of populations
(either in words or estimated
numbers); landmarks marked on
map so others can find where their
populations are based on map

Map has at least key and
spots on map depicting
populations, some spots have
relative size labeled; some
landmarks are made; some of
the populations can be found
using map.

Additional Journal
Methods (chosen
by student;
drawing, writing, or
numbers)

Use at least two of the three
Used at least one of the three
methods for other observations
Did not use any of the three
methods for other
(maybe drawing of the plant,
methods for other observations
observations
number of population groups, etc.)

Honesty

All observations in journal were
from items that were seen during
the lesson

Most observations in journal
were from items observed
during the lesson

No map created, or no spots
marked on map; no landmarks
made and cannot find any
population spots or relative size
of populations.

Few to no items observed
during the lesson were
recorded
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Lesson 9 (Winter): Animal Tracks
Overview
While properly bundled up, students will

Objectives
1.

explore the outdoors to find animal tracks
and scat. They will learn terms used when
looking at tracks and how to measure

Learn to ID tracks and scat to
animal group

2.

Learn to measure real world items
such as tracks

tracks. Other animal evidence will be
explored.

Materials
Journal and Pencil - 1 per student
Ruler - 1 per student
Yardsticks - one per pair of students
Book/guide to tracks (optional) or Common Animal Tracks sheet in Appendix of activity
guide

Subjects, Standards and Guidelines
Science 3.4.1.2.2 - Identify common groups of plants and animals using observable physical
characteristics, structures, and behaviors
Science 4.2.1.1.2 - Measure temperature, volume, weight, and length using appropriate
tools and units
Science 5.1.1.2.2 - Identify and collect relevant evidence, make systematic observations
and accurate measurements, and identify variables in a scientific investigation
NAAEE Guidelines to Excellence 4th Grade: Strand 1-G Drawing conclusions and
developing explanations
NAAEE Guidelines to Excellence 4th Grade: Strand 2.2-A Organisms, populations, and
communities
Lesson 2 Subject, Standards and Guidelines also apply.
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Preparation
Teacher should walk the trails prior to leading students to see what tracks are outside;
may be important to have examples of tracks in case there are very little outside; rulers
and ID sheets (such as one in Appendix of activity guide) or ID field guides should be
printed/prepared beforehand.
Safety: Winter temperatures could pose cold hazards such as frostbite or hypothermia.
Check the weather week of, then morning of in case lesson needs to be taught on a
warmer day. Monitor students during lesson to check for how cold they feel. When
viewing scat, care should be taken. Not touching with hands is recommended, and instead
just viewing or poking apart with sticks.

Background
There is nothing more amazing than seeing a wild animal out living in nature.
Oftentimes, however, wild animals hide from people; a large group of students walking a
trail can be intimidating for a mouse or a turkey. Following in the footsteps of many
historical naturalists, we can use our observation skills and look for signs, or evidence, of
animals. There are many pieces of evidence we can use to figure out what animals have
been where, how fast they were going, and even what they were doing. These include
tracks, scat, feathers, fur, and food caches or remnants.
Tracks, as explained in detail in the book Animal Tracks of Minnesota and
Wisconsin by Sheldon and Eder (2000), may be the only thing that is seen of a particular
animal. Tracks are also called prints, and are the footprints and tail marks left by animals
as they travel. They are most notably seen in mud or snow. There are several terms
associated with tracks that are important to use when looking at them. Gaits are the
different speeds in which animals move. Gaits such as ambling, bounding, walking, and
galloping can let you know what animal might have made the tracks and how fast they
were going. A register is an imprint an animal makes with their feet or other body part.
Animals can direct register, laying a print over the top of another, or double register,
where the second print is laid slightly overlapping another. A trail is a group of tracks
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(Sheldon & Eder, 2000).
Scat is another word for the animal’s poop. Each species leaves different kinds of
scat that contain items like hair, seeds, or bones. Other signs include clumps of fur and
feathers, owl pellets (indigestible parts of prey that are coughed up by owls), rubbings on
trees, evidence of grazing, and even kill sites left by predators.
The Appendix at the end of this activity guide has a quick reference guide to
common animals and their signs.

Steps to Complete Activity- 1 hour 45 minutes
1.

Begin by asking students what kinds of animals live outside (what
have they seen around the school, in their yards, at parks, etc.).
List them on the board.

2.

Ask students how they know those animals were out there (they
will most likely say they saw the actual animals). Ask them how
they might know an animal has been somewhere if you did not see
them.

3.
Introduction
(30 min)

Introduce the concept of seeing signs and evidence that can give
you clues as to what animals have been in certain places. Can they
name any signs or evidence of animal activity? List them on the
board: scat (poop), tracks, food caches (storage areas), grazing and
browsing, hair and feathers, etc.

4.

Explain to students the concept of looking at tracks and how we ID
what animal made them. Explain measuring using tracking terms,
and demonstrate how to measure a track or group of tracks.

5.

Tell the students they will be searching for animal evidence while
outside exploring, and will measure tracks. Have them set up their
journal pages.

6. Take students outside, looking for animal signs. Measure the tracks
Main Lesson
(45 min)

found (teacher may have to record measurements for students if
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weather is chilly), make observations of other signs (scat, hair,
feathers, holes, etc.).
7.

Back inside (or still outside), go over the signs and ID the animals
that left those signs, if possible (might find some mystery tracks or
evidence).

8. Students should draw and diagram (with measurements) one track
Conclude
(25-30 min)

they found. Teacher to provide photo or drawing example of track
seen, and provide measurements if they recorded the numbers so
students can draw and write measurements. The diagram does not
have to be to scale.
9. Have students share anything that made them wonder, or any
questions they had about what they saw outside. Have time to fill
out the journals and write some reflection thoughts.

Follow Up Lesson Ideas
An additional lesson looking at tracks in mud during another season and comparing to the
snow tracks is an option. A more detailed lesson on only scat, or only other signs is
another option.
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Journal Page Layout Suggestion
Lesson Name: Tracks and Scat

Date:

Draw a track; What are the measurements?

Weather

Mystery!!

Rubric
Graded Item

Meets Expectations

Needs More Work

Does not Meet Expectations

Outdoor Behavior

Used naturalist behaviors
(quiet, calm, respectful,
Was reminded a couple
etc.) and used senses
times to use naturalist
(smell, sight, touch, and
behaviors and senses.
hearing) where
appropriate

Main Journal Method:
Track Drawing and
Measurements

Track drawn,
measurements of track on
paper, name of animal
that made track present

Additional Journal
Methods (chosen by
student; writing,
drawing, numbers)

Use at least two of the
three methods for other
Used at least one of the
observations (maybe
three methods for other
drawing of other tracks or
observations
signs, other tracks
identified, etc.)

Honesty

All observations were
Most observations were
Few to no items observed during the
from items that were seen from items that were
lesson were recorded
during the lesson
observed during the lesson

Did not use naturalist behaviors even
after being reminded of them

Track drawn OR
No track drawn, no measurements of
measurements of track on
track on paper, no name of animal that
paper, name of animal that
made the track present
made the track present

Did not use any of the three methods
for other observations
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Lesson 10 (Winter): Lichens
Overview
Lichens grow in a wide range of habitats,

Objectives
1.

and are fascinating to study. They are a
unique organism that are often overlooked

Learn what lichens are, where they
grow, and what they do

2.

Observe lichens in their natural

when taking in the many other wonders of

habitats and describe them in a

nature. This lesson will introduce students

nature journal

to the world of lichens. An outdoor
adventure to find different kinds growing
on trees and other objects will allow
students to see them hands-on.

Materials
Journal and Pencil - 1 per student
Ruler - 1 per student
Colored pencils (optional)

Subjects, Standards and Guidelines
Science 3.4.1.2.2 - Identify common groups of plants and animals using observable physical
characteristics, structures, and behaviors
Science 4.2.1.1.2 - Measure temperature, volume, weight, and length using appropriate
tools and units
Science 5.1.1.2.2 - Identify and collect relevant evidence, make systematic observations
and accurate measurements, and identify variables in a scientific investigation
NAAEE Guidelines to Excellence 4th Grade: Strand 2.2-A Organisms, populations, and
communities
NAAEE Guidelines to Excellence 4th Grade: Strand 2.3-B Culture
Lesson 2 Subjects, Standards, and Guidelines also apply.
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Preparation
Prior to the lesson being conducted, the teacher should explore the trails or outdoor areas
to find many different lichens. They may be different colors, shapes, and sizes. Have
pictures of lichens prepared for students to view during lichen introduction. Have
examples or pictures of the lichen they may see for indoor reference. The day of lesson,
check the weather. Cold, windy weather may pose a cold or frostbite hazard, so be
prepared to reschedule your lesson and outing for more favorable winter conditions.

Background
Lichens are some of the most unique organisms on this planet. For quite a long
time lichens were classified as one single organism. In 1867 Mr. Schwendener found out it
is actually two organisms living closely together. Lichens look like fungi, but that is only
half of the story. A lichen is a symbiotic relationship between an algae and a fungus.
There are only a few species of fungi that will form lichens with algae. The fungus is the
shelter and protection for the algae, and makes up most of the lichen. The algae is a plant
and photosynthesizes food that is shared with the protective fungus (Whitesel, 2006).
Lichens are very adaptable, and will grow pretty much anywhere there is ample
sunlight and water for at least part of the year. They will grow when there is enough
moisture, and stay dormant when water is scarcer. The growth period is generally in the
moist spring and fall, with no growth occurring in the hot summer and dry winter. Lichen
is known for its absorbency, and some species can soak up twenty times their weight in
water. There are three ways a lichen can create more lichen. Pieces of lichen may break
off and blow or fall a ways from the parent lichen and create more lichen, the lichen can
release small groups of algae protected by fungus, or the fungus can release its spores to
fall on algae and form a lichen (Whitesel, 2006).
Because lichen take in lots of water and air, they have a hard time tolerating
pollution. Lichens can be used to see the air quality, and scientists can check for levels of
certain pollutants in them. Historically, humans have used lichen as dyes, medicinal teas,
and even baby diapers. As for wild animals, squirrels, chipmunks, deer, spruce grouse, and
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caribou eat it. Bird species including hummingbirds will line their nests with lichens
(Whitesel, 2006).
Being that lichen are so adaptable, they are often the first creatures to inhabit an
area after a major disturbance like fire. They can break down rocks, which creates soil for
plants to grow. Due to this amazing adaptability, there are 15,000 lichen species on the
planet. 750 of those species can be found in Minnesota, with 400 of those found closer to
the border with Canada (Whitesel, 2006).
There are three main types of lichen. Crustose lichens form a crust on rocks or
between rock crystals. They are very bright colors such as yellow, orange and red.
Crustose lichen grow slow and live for a long time. Foliose lichen is leafy in appearance. It
has root-like threads to help anchor it to trees, rocks, and the ground. Foliose lichen
grows faster than crustose lichen. Fruticose lichen is bushy in appearance, and can look
like tiny shrubs or trees (Whitesel, 2006).

Steps to Complete Activity - 1 hour 35 minutes
1.

Introduce students to lichen. What are they? Where do they grow?
What do they eat? What eats them? Prompt students to
brainstorm some of these to see what they already know.
Introduce term “adaptation” and how lichen can adapt to many
different conditions. Either introduce term “symbiotic
relationship” and/or the concept of it (if term might be too big,

Introduction
(30 min)

just explain that the two parts of lichen need each other to
survive). List where lichen are most likely to be found.
2.

Let students know that they will be exploring the trails or outdoor
area for lichens (either with introduction or another day if not
enough time). Ask them again where they are most likely to find
lichen while outside. Set up their nature journals. Get prepared to
go outside.

3.

Once outside, lead students around and search for lichen. Have
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students observe them, measure them, decide what colors they

Main Lesson
(45 min)

are, and what textures they feel like (rough, smooth, bumpy, etc.).
Journals can be taken outside, but it may be too cold to write
outside. Journaling could be done inside (have examples or
pictures of the lichen they observed ready in case they are needed
for reference). If students don’t bring out journals, teacher should
be prepared to write down measurements.
4.

Conclude
(20 min)

Back inside, have students fill out their journals. They should
describe at least one lichen they saw. Have them share
measurements, texture descriptions, or colors to the class with
question prompts from teacher (what color lichen did we see?).

Follow Up Lesson Ideas
Look for lichen in other seasons, especially on the ground. See if any lichen can be made
into tea like the Native Americans did (or try to dye items with the lichen). Have lessons on
other symbiotic relationships in the plant or animal kingdom.
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Journal Page Layout Suggestion
Lesson Name: Lichens

Date:

Draw/Write/Count Lichens

Weather

Wonder

Rubric
Graded Item

Meets Expectations

Needs More Work

Does not Meet Expectations

Outdoor Behavior

Used naturalist behaviors
(quiet, calm, respectful, etc.) Was reminded a couple times Did not use naturalist behaviors
and used senses (smell,
to use naturalist behaviors
even after being reminded of
sight, touch, and hearing)
and senses.
them
where appropriate

Lichen Diagram

Lichen drawn and
measurements recorded;
lichen colored or color
described; type of lichen
(crustose, foliose, or
fruticose)

Additional Journal
Methods (chosen by
student; write, draw, or
numbers)

Use at least two of the three
methods for other
Used at least one of the three
observations (maybe
Did not use any of the three
methods for other
drawing of where lichen
methods for other observations
observations
growing, number of lichens
counted, etc.)

Honesty

All observations were from
items that were seen during
the lesson

Missing either drawing,
Missing several required parts
measurements, color, or type
(missing 3 or more items)
of lichen

Most observations were from
items that were observed
during the lesson

Few to no items observed during
the lesson were recorded
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Appendix A: Handouts/Quick Guides
Common Leaf Types of Upper Midwest
Maple
Fruit a samara (called helicopters)
Make maple syrup from them

Oak
Fruit an acorn
Pointy or rounded leaves depending on
species

Poplar/Aspen
Fruit a catkin
Trunks usually white barked

Pg 1
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Common Leaf Types of Upper Midwest
Ash
Fruit a samara
Compound leaves with leaflets

Conifer Tree
Pine, spruce, etc.
Leaves are needles, long or short
Pine cones
Sticky and full of sap

Pg 2
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Common Animals and Their Signs
Animal

Tracks

Pg 1
Other Signs

Fur
Animal Kills
Scat with Fur

Fox/Coyote/Wolf

MN DNR, 2019

Holes in snow/ground
Tunnels under snow

Mouse/Squirrel

Sheldon & Eder, 2000

Fur
Animal Kills
Scat with Fur

Cat/Bobcat

MN DNR, 2019

Rubbings on trees
Browse on trees/shrubs
Deer beds
Fur and antlers
Pellet-like Scat

Deer

Sheldon & Eder, 2000
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Common Animals and Their Signs
Animal

Tracks

Pg 2
Other Signs

Holes in trees
Animal kills
Feathers
Nests in trees
White, watery Scat

Bird

Sheldon & Eder, 2000

Pee in snow
Low nibbled branches
Pellet-like scat

Rabbit/Hare

MN DNR, 2019

Crayfish remnants
Destroyed bird feeders
Scat with seeds or
berries

Raccoon
MN DNR, 2019

Fur
Animal Kills

Mink/Weasel
MN DNR, 2019
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Appendix B: Assessment Documents
Teacher Lesson Self-Assessment
Lesson Name:

Date:

1.

Were the goals for the lesson met or learned by students?

2.

Was I prepared enough to teach and lead the lesson?

3.

How did outdoor group management go?

4.

Is there anything that should be altered in original lesson for various reasons?

5.

What were the reasons?

6. What was the most positive thing about the lessons?

7.

What could be improved if this lesson was done again?

8. Ideas for further lessons related to this one:
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Journal Progress Assessment
Student Name:

Teacher:

First Journal Entry by Student:
●

Did they put everything into the journal that was required?

●

Were their entries from things they saw outside? In other words, are there stories
or drawings of mermaids, or of the milkweed seen along the trail?

●

Were there any extras added to the journal in addition to the requirements?

●

How clear is their writing?

●

How detailed are their drawings?

●

How are they with their use of numbers?

Pg 1
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Final Journal Entry by Student:
●

Did they put everything into the journal that was required?

●

Were their entries from things they saw outside? In other words, are there stories
or drawings of mermaids, or of the milkweed seen along the trail?

●

Were there any extras added to the journal in addition to the requirements (more
than first entry)?

●

How clear is their writing (has it improved since first entry)?

●

How detailed are their drawings (has it improved since first entry)?

●

How are they with their use of numbers (has it improved since first entry)?

●

Do they appreciate nature more since starting the nature journaling process?

Pg 2
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Appendix C: Nature Journal Examples

Nature Journal Example: Nature Journal Supplies and Preparation

Image courtesy Mona Davis
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Examples of 4th Grade Student Journal Entries: Writing, Drawing, and
Numbers
Writing:

Drawing:

Images courtesy of Mona Davis
Pg 1
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Examples of 4th Grade Student Journal Entries: Writing, Drawing, and
Numbers
Numbers:

Image courtesy of Mona Davis
Pg 2
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Appendix D: Definitions (Dictionary.com, 2019 unless specified otherwise)
Adaptable: (adjective) Able to adjust oneself readily to different conditions.
Algae: (noun; singular alga) Any of numerous groups of chlorophyll containing, mainly
aquatic eukaryotic organisms ranging from microscopic single celled forms to multicellular
forms 100 feet or more long, distinguished from plants by the absence of true roots, stems,
and leaves and by a lack of non reproductive cells in the reproductive structures.
Analyze: (verb) To examine critically, so as to bring out the essential elements or give the
essence of.
Area: (noun) Any particular extent of space or surface; to get area, multiply the length by the
width.
Arthropod: (noun) Any invertebrate of the phylum Arthropoda, having a segmented body,
jointed limbs, and usually a chitinous shell that undergoes moltings, including the insects,
spiders and other arachnids, crustaceans, and myriapods.
Aquatic Insect: (noun) An insect that spends some or all of its life in water, and has adapted
and evolved to live in water habitats.
Bird: (noun) Any warm-blooded vertebrate of the class Aves, having a body covered with
feathers, forelimbs modified into wings, scaly legs, a beak, and no teeth, bearing young in a
hard-shelled egg.
Characteristic: (noun) A distinguishing feature or quality.
Chlorophyll: (noun) The green coloring matter of leaves and plants, essential to the
production of carbohydrates by photosynthesis.
Complete Metamorphosis: (noun) Insect development in which egg, larval, pupal, and adult
stages occur, each differing greatly in morphology.
Conserve: (verb) To use or manage wisely; preserve; save.
Distribution: (noun) The frequency of occurrence or the natural geographic range or place
where any item or category of item occurs.
Dormant: (adjective) In a state of minimal metabolic activity with cessation of growth, either
as a reaction to adverse conditions or as part of an organism’s normal annual rhythm.
Estimate: (verb) To form an approximate judgement or opinion regarding the worth,
amount, size, weight, etc., of; calculate approximately.
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Evidence: (noun) That which tends to prove or disprove something; ground or belief; proof.
Evolve: (verb) To develop by a process of evolution to a different adaptive state or condition.
Exoskeleton: (noun) An external covering or integument, especially when hard, as the shells
of crustaceans.
Forest: (noun) A large tract of land covered with trees and underbrush; woodland.
Fungi: (noun; singular fungus) Any of a diverse group of eukaryotic single-celled or
multinucleate organisms that live by decomposing and absorbing the organic material in
which they grow, comprising the mushrooms, molds, mildews, smuts, rusts, and yeasts.
Gait: (noun) A manner of walking, stepping, or running.
Generation: (noun) The term of years accepted as the average period between the birth of
parents and the birth of their offspring.
Habitat: (noun) The natural environment of an organism; place that is natural for the life and
growth of an organism.
Hibernate: (verb) To spend the winter in close quarters in a dormant condition.
Incomplete Metamorphosis: (noun) Insect development, as in the grasshopper and cricket,
in which the change is gradual and characterised by the absence of the pupal stage.
Invertebrate: (noun) A creature not having a backbone.
Larvae: (noun; singular larva) The immature, wingless, feeding stage of an insect that
undergoes metamorphosis.
Leaf: (noun; plural leaves) One of the expanded, usually green organs borne by the stem of a
plant.
Lichen: (noun) Any complex organism of the group Lichenes, composed of a fungus in
symbiotic union with an alga and having a greenish, gray, yellow, brown, or blackish thallus
that grows in leaflike, crustlike, or branching forms on rocks, trees, etc.
Map: (noun) A representation, usually on a flat surface, as of the features of an area of the
earth or a portion of the heavens, showing them in their respective forms, sizes, and
relationships according to some convention of representation.
Metamorphosis: (noun) A profound change in form from one stage to the next in the life
history of an organism, as from the caterpillar to the pupa and from the pupa to the adult
butterfly.
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Migrate: (verb) To pass periodically from one region or climate to another, as certain birds,
fishes, and animals.
Naturalist: (noun) A person who studies or is an expert in natural history, especially a
zoologist or botanist.
Nature Journal: (noun) A notebook or group of papers depicting with art, writing, and
numbers, the observed natural world.
Photosynthesis: (noun) The complex process by which carbon dioxide, water, and certain
inorganic salts are converted into carbohydrates by green plants, algae, and certain bacteria,
using energy from the sun and chlorophyll.
Pollen: (noun) The fertilizing element of flowering plants, consisting of fine, powdery,
yellowish grains or spores, sometimes in masses.
Pollinator: (noun) A creature that moves pollen from one plant or flower to another plant or
flower.
Pollination: (noun) The transfer of pollen from the anther to the stigma of a flower.
Population: (noun) The assemblage of a specific type of organism living in a given area; all
the individuals of one species in a given area.
Prairie: (noun) An extensive, level or slightly undulating, mostly treeless tract of land in the
Mississippi Valley, characterized by a highly fertile soil and originally covered with coarse
grasses, and merging into drier plateaus in the west.
Range: (noun) The region over which a population or species is distributed.
Record: (verb) To set down in writing or the like, as for the purpose of preserving evidence.
Register: (noun) When an animal leaves a print in the mud or snow as they are traveling. Can
be double (hind track partially covers front track) or direct (hind track falls exactly inside
front track); (Sheldon & Eder, 2000).
Reproduce: (verb) To produce one or more other individuals of (a given kind of organism) by
some process of generation or propagation, sexual or asexual.
Resistor: (verb) To withstand the action or effect of.
Root: (noun) A part of the body of a plant that develops, typically, from the radicle and grows
downward into the soil, anchoring the plant and absorbing nutriment and moisture.
Scat: (noun) The droppings of an animal, usually found outside in nature.
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Sense: (noun) Any of the faculties, as sight, hearing, smell, taste, or touch, by which humans
and animals perceive stimuli originating from outside or inside the body.
Straddle: (noun) Total width of a trail, including all prints. (Sheldon & Eder, 2000)
Stride: (noun) Distance from one print to another; also called pace. (Sheldon & Eder, 2000)
Survive: (verb) To endure or live through.
Symbiotic: (adjective) Living in symbiosis, or having an interdependent relationship.
Torpor: (noun) Dormancy.
Track: (noun) Print or group of prints that are left by a creature as they move around.
(Sheldon & Eder, 2000)
Trail: (noun) Group of prints, the path of an animal. (Sheldon & Eder, 2000)
Transpiration: (noun) the passage of water through a plant from the roots through the
vascular system to the atmosphere.
Tree: (noun) A plant having a permanently woody main stem or trunk, ordinarily growing to
a considerable height, and usually developing branches at some distance from the ground.
Wetland: (noun) Often wetlands, land that has a wet and spongy soil, as a marsh, swamp, or
bog.
Wood: (noun) The hard, fibrous substance composing most of the stem and branches of a
tree or shrub, and lying beneath the bark; the xylem.
Wonder: (verb) To speculate curiously or be curious about; be curious to know.
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